Contrary Finger Motion and the Three Little Devils of Flute Playing

by Michel Debost

“One cannot conquer an enemy one does not know”
~ Chinese Proverb

Why do seemingly simple note patterns create unexpected problems? Even in scale patterns and in simple arpeggios, difficulties arise when fingers work in different directions. In order to be able to practice them, it is important to determine why certain patterns are more awkward than others. On the flute, our fingers move in only two directions: down and up. “Down” fingers, through gravity and natural reflex, move faster than “up” fingers. This is one good reason to avoid slamming and squeezing the keys. Remember: fast movement upwards, gentle landing downwards.

Here is a small catalog of antagonistic finger movements, in order of decreasing ease. Only the keys activated by fingers are shown. Keys filled in black indicate that the finger is down or on, even when the key vents a hole. Arrows show the direction of the moving fingers off: on. The flute diagram shows the first note of the example.

One finger of one hand in motion:

Two fingers of one hand in motion in the same direction:
Two fingers of one hand in motion in opposite directions:

Two fingers of one hand in motion in opposite directions with displacement of little devil number two:

Two fingers of one hand in motion in one direction, one finger of the other in opposite direction:

Two or three fingers of one hand in opposite directions, one finger of the other hand in motion:

Two or three fingers of each hand in motion in opposite directions:

A number of fingers of each hand in opposite directions:

This last pattern is one of the most frequent and it remains one of the most awkward, even for the most seasoned players, regardless of the tempo.
The following examples offer the same difficulty, and they can be found, and practiced in many pieces or exercises. Practice these in both directions.

Repetition of these movements further increases difficulties. This is the reason why trill fingerings aim to offer the movement of one finger, or rarely two, of one hand in the same direction.

When many fingers are moving in contrary motion, the venting fingers (up) must work fast, whereas closing fingers (down) should not be falling hard and jam the keys. Do not hold the flute with note-producing fingers, but with the silent holding points: the first joint of the left forefinger (1), the right thumb (3), and, of course, the point of contact between the embouchure plate and the chin (2), which must be stable at all times.

In my view, the right pinky should never be tight, for reasons we will now approach. It is one of what I call the Three Little Devils.

The Three Little Devils I am talking about are:
- the Left Forefinger—Little Devil no.1 (left forefinger),
- the Right Little Finger—Little Devil no.2 (right pinky),
- the Left Little Finger—Little Devil no.3 (left pinky).

For various reasons that we shall try to explore, they are responsible for many of our troubles.

LITTLE DEVIL NO. 1 — THE LEFT FOREFINGER

This is our “octave key,” as well as the center of balance of the flute, almost exactly halfway down the tube. (Unlike the other woodwinds, the flute has no real octave key. Among other uses, this one vents intervals for which the oboe, for example, would merely activate his real octave key.) Closed and unobtrusive in all the lower range up to middle C, it starts acting up for middle D and E-flat. How many of us and of our flute friends have had trouble with leaving the left forefinger down on E-flat, especially in descending scales? Flutists, teachers, please nip this Little Devil in the bud. It is very hard to get rid of this habit later.

Our Little Devil no.1 becomes really a nuisance in the medium and upper range. Many broken slurs come from it, mostly in slow movements. (See examples below.) Many passages show the perfidy of both Little Devils no.1 and no.2. They have an innocent appearance but we must dominate their actions before resorting to jaw twisting. It is more a finger and stability matter than an embouchure problem.
If you have difficulty with slurred intervals that you thought were easy, instead of "lipping" or "jawboning" them, think of our Little Devil no. 1... For example:

Mozart *Concerto in D*, 2nd movement, m. 11

Poulenc *Sonata*, beginning of 1st movement

Ibert *Concerto*, beginning of 2nd movement

The bent position of the left forefinger makes its action slower when it comes down to close this vital key, contrary to other fingers which are harder to lift than to put down. Therefore, we should try to compensate this relative slowness. Actually, the first joint of the left forefinger is essential for stability of fingers as well as sound, the center of gravity, the point of support for technique and articulation.

**LITTLE DEVIL NO. 2—THE RIGHT LITTLE FINGER**

Its evil spells are due mainly to the fact that it must rise as the others come down, and that we have learned to keep it open at all times except for D’s, and, in fact, to hold the flute with it, to the extent that we often see a right pinky almost bent back, so tightly is it pushed down on the D-sharp key. The consequence is that Little Devil no. 2 sometimes refuses to come back up when told, thus slowing down an entire run.

That is why, at the risk of sounding heretical, I advise to not consider the D-sharp/E-flat key as a major holding point. Instead the flute should be stabilized in three points of support, all of which are not used for fingering notes: the first joint of the left forefinger, the tip of the right thumb, and of course, the lip plate. In other words, the flute should be held first and foremost by those fingers that do not make notes. That excludes the right pinky, most of the time. Conse-
quently, I often tell my students: “As soon as you are going down to low D, get rid of Little Devil no. 2 as soon as you can.” For example:

Mozart *Concerto in G*, 1st movement, m.35: without right pinky.
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Mozart *Concerto in G*, 1st movement, m.42: this entire passage without right pinky.
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Mozart *Concerto in G*, 3rd movement, m.208: this entire passage without right pinky (until the E-natural).
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You absolutely must have Little Devil no. 2 down for only 6 notes of the flute (foot joint excepted).
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I know that some will object that other notes fingered without the pinky are not correct (I almost wrote “not politically correct”). It is true that certain notes might have a slightly different timbre, especially in the low notes. But why not have in this manner more than one color, and, to be sure, more comfort and reliability in phrasing and technique?

**LITTLE DEVIL NO. 3—THE LEFT LITTLE FINGER**

Like no.2, its action is contrary: it must be lifted while the others come down. In the original Boehm System, the left little finger would close the G-sharp key instead of opening it. Even today this system (called open G-sharp) is in use in Russia and by some excellent players in England. It actually makes more sense, because all the fingers of the left hand move in the same direction, and the hold on the flute is more stable in the low range.
Both systems have their advantages and inconveniences, as well as fanatics and adamant opponents.

In our prevalent French System flute (closed G-sharp key in-line system), we have a tendency to tense up on the fingers in the high range (E-flat, A-flat), when we are nervous. Enter Little Devil no.3. For no apparent reason, except this tension, an innocent little run that worked fine at home will not work under stress. The reason is that Little Devil no.3 refuses to leave the A-flat key because it is being squeezed; it must be put under surveillance like the other devils.

Our hands should be a help, not a hindrance. More than just practicing blindly, it takes thinking and changing our conventional approach to fingerings. There are no “good” or “bad” fingerings as some puritans would have it. If you find five different ways to play something, “Bravo!” Some serve the music better. That should be our priority. If on top of that they are easier and give us more pleasure, why resist?

After some fifty years of flute playing, I still find that a slow mezzopiano or mezzoforte G-major scale in the middle range is difficult to do, to do well, that is. Why? Must be those little devils.

Slowly-Slurred
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